
 

 
 
PIC Introduces HOT INK ROLLER for 

various dry-contact coder of MARKEM 
& KORTHO machines. This PIC-HOT 

INK ROLLERS are outstanding 
products and do no require adding or 

charging of conventional inks. It is 
solid at room temperature and do not 
smudge. It is non-toxic, gives sharp 

impressions and contains solvent free 
ink and therefore there are no hazards 

possible as in the conventional ink. 

These type of rollers are used in various industries such as food industry (snack foods, nuts, 
chips, confectionaries,) pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, dairy, frozen food etc. 

Hot Melt Ink Rolls are designed to be used in high many different high speed date coding and lot 
number marking printers which use stamps affixed to a rotating drum which contacts a heated 
urethane roll impregnated with an ink / paraffin formulation.  Once the print head is covered with 
the hot ink, the rotating drum deposits the ink mixture on the label or packaging substrate. The 
ink rolls themselves are hard and dry to the touch at room temperature.  However, when 
plugged into the printer, the roll itself is heated inside the printer, and the ink becomes liquid. 
Once deposited on the substrate, the ink dries almost instantly and creates a mark that is 
permanent and visually readable.  The result is a visually readable date code, which is simple 
and extremely cost effective. These hot ink rollers have following quality: 

* HIGH MILEAGE (OVER 90,000 PRINTS PER ROLL IN 2-3 LINE PRINTING) 

* EXCELLENT ADHESION: PREMIUM QUALITY OF INK GIVE BEST ADHESION 

* SHARP AND DARK IMAGE, 

* MOST IMPORTANTLY HIGHEST CONSISTENCY IN ALL ROLLS. 
Colours available: Black always ex-stock, rest colors on order (minimum 500 pieces) 
   

ID OD L SUITABLE FOR    

11 35 16 MARKEM 
11 35 32 MARKEM 
11 35 48 MARKEM 
12 30 24 KORTHO 
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